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Internet of Things devices have become commonplace in modern homes. Relatively inexpensive and easy to control remotely, 
they promise a world at your fingertips. Security vulnerabilities in connected devices can not only affect the user experience but 
can also give cyber-criminals an open door to your local network. This is also the case with the Belkin WeMo Insight Switch, a 
smart power plug that lets you turn any conventional device into a smart one.

This whitepaper – part of a series developed in partnership with PCMag – aims to shed light on the security of the world’s best-
sellers in the IoT space. PCMag contacted the research team at Bitdefender and asked us to look at several popular devices, 
including the Belkin WeMo Insight Switch. 

Notes:

In the spirit of responsible disclosure, this whitepaper has been published after the release and adoption of a patch to mitigate 
the described issues. A new firmware version has been made available for affected customers. More information on how to 
update is available in this support article on the Belkin website.

This attack is local – in order to exploit the vulnerabilities, an attacker would already need presence inside the device’s network. 
While this limits exploitation, there are several circumstances where a threat actor would legitimately be able to join the local 
network (coffee shops, hotels, co-working spaces).

Summary of vulnerabilities:

 ● Stack-based buffer overflow vulnerability (CVE-2019-17094)

Disclosure timeline:

 ● Jun 14, 2019: Report is submitted to the affected vendor

 ● Jun 18, 2019: Issue confirmed

 ● Jul 29, 2019: Fix is available, but not deployed to customers

 ● Oct 01, 2019: Wemo firmware 11408 officially released on 19/08/19

 ● Dec 09, 2019: Coordinated vulnerability disclosure

Analyzed firmware version: WeMo_WW_2.00.11396.PVT-OWRT-InsightV2 

https://www.pcmag.com/
https://www.belkin.com/us/support-article?articleNum=27353
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Cloud-device communication 
Communication protocol used

The device communicates with the cloud through an HTTPS API endpoint and a STUN server. The API is used for installation, 
remote control setup and log uploading. The STUN server provides remote control capabilities when the smartphone is outside 
of the device’s local network. 

 Authentication/Identification 

The device is identified by the cloud servers using its MAC address. To authenticate with the API endpoints, the HTTPS requests 
use HMAC authentication (SHA1) with a unique secret key stored on each device. The hashed message contains the device’s 
MAC address and serial number, and a timestamp. For the STUN server, the device uses an authentication mechanism provided 
by the STUN protocol, Long-Term credential mechanism, which offers both authentication and message integrity. 

Communication channel security 

The API requests are initiated via HTTPS with certificate validation. The use of HTTPS mitigates eavesdropping. 

Firmware update 

For firmware updates, the device receives a URL to a signed binary. The device downloads the file over HTTP, but it checks the 
signature and discards tampered files. The update can be manually triggered from the smartphone app. 

Local network 
The device exposes an UPnP server to the local network, which is used by the smartphone app to control the functionality of the 
switch. Communication over the local network is done via HTTP and no authentication is required. This means any device on 
the network can send commands or query the device for information. 

A stack-based buffer overflow vulnerability was discovered [1] which, combined with the lack of authentication, can allow any 
attacker on the local network to obtain code execution on the device. 

Smartphone app-cloud communication 

The Android application allows remote access to devices. No account is required, as the cloud server identifies users based on 
an ID derived from the ANDROID_ID of their smartphone (64-bit unique number). 

Messages for the device are sent to an endpoint on api.xwemo.com and contain the MAC address for device identification. The 
server checks whether the message sender is the owner of the device and forwards the request through the STUN server. 

Initial configuration 

When in setup mode, the device creates an access point without password protection. The smartphone 
app will connect to this network and send the SSID and password of the user’s Wi-Fi network. 

Other 
Hardware access 
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The device has pins that grant access to a UART serial port. After boot, the root password is required to access the shell. By 
interrupting the booting process and modifying the boot parameters, the root password can be overwritten and root access 
obtained on the device [2]. 

[1] Buffer overflow exploit 

The libbelkin_api.so library contains a stack-based buffer overflow in the GetBelkinParameter function. This function retrieves 
parameters stored in NVRAM during program initialization. To exploit this vulnerability, we have to set a parameter to contain 
our payload, then crash the server. After the process is automatically restarted by the watchdog, it calls the vulnerable function 
which will retrieve our payload from NVRAM and trigger the exploit execution. 

First, we store our payload in NVRAM by sending a request to the UPnP server which contains the payload in the PowerThreshold 
parameter. There are other vulnerable parameters that we can use, such as EnergyPerUnitCost, Currency, EmailAddress etc.) 

After setting the value, we need to trigger a GetBelkinParameter call. To achieve this, we can crash the process and wait for it to 
be respawned by the watchdog. To crash the executable, we found a bug that triggers an invalid read access from a null address. 
We simply have to send an incomplete request. 
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Result after the process is restarted: 

After the process is restarted, the payload will be executed. The parameter containing the payload should be restored to allow 
the process to eventually start successfully. 

[2] Hardware access 

Press “4” during the boot process to enter the u-boot shell. The next commands must be run: 

setenv boot_A_args console=ttyS1,57600n8 root=/dev/mtdblock5 init=/bin/sh -c -- /etc/preinit\;echo\${IFS}
root:\\$1\\$w4cFGqUI\\$Fw5qkoFl4hdzCwOZZpdkn1:0:0:root:/root:/bin/ash>/ etc/passwd\;exec\${IFS}/sbin/init 

setenv boot_B_args console=ttyS1,57600n8 root=/dev/mtdblock7 init=/bin/sh -c -- /etc/preinit\;echo\${IFS}
root:\\$1\\$w4cFGqUI\\$Fw5qkoFl4hdzCwOZZpdkn1:0:0:root:/root:/bin/ash>/ etc/passwd\;exec\${IFS}/sbin/init 

boot 
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This operation overwrites the root password with the password “asd”. The command given as parameter to /bin/sh must not 
contain spaces or the dot sign, as it will be interpreted differently by the kernel. The ${IFS} variable is used to replace spaces. The 
/etc/preinit script contains the preinit routine and is run to make the filesystem writeable. 

The command echo root:$1$w4cFGqUI$Fw5qkoFl4hdzCwOZZpdkn1:0:0:root:/root:/bin/ash>/etc/
passwd overwrites the /etc/passwd file that contains the root’s hashed password with the hash of “asd”. Then exec /sbin/
init will continue the initialization process. After the boot, a login prompt appears and the credentials root:asd can be used.
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Bitdefender is a global security technology company that delivers solutions in more than 100 countries through a network of 
value-added alliances, distributors and reseller partners. Since 2001, Bitdefender has consistently produced award-winning 

business and consumer security technology, and is a leading security provider in virtualization and cloud technologies. 
Through R&D, alliances and partnership teams, Bitdefender has elevated the highest standards of security excellence in both 

its number-one-ranked technology and its strategic alliances with the world’s leading virtualization and cloud technology 
providers.  

More information is available at http://www.bitdefender.com/.

All Rights Reserved. © 2019 Bitdefender. All trademarks, trade names, and products referenced herein are property of their 
respective owners. FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT: enterprise.bitdefender.com.

http://www.bitdefender.com/
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